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Brand New. Lead to Gold is a remarkable book describing how anyone can effectively use the
energizing power of transitions, forced or chosen, to their advantage. It provides you with the tools
necessary to take the challenges we face every day and turn them into positive forces to enhance
growth rather than diminish it. Through Lead to Gold, you will learn how consistent transitions lead
to greater transformation and evolution, with the end result being a more fulfilling career and life.
This must-read masterpiece describes his journey from a career as a residential real estate agent to
becoming the CEO of a major corporation owned by billionaire Warren Buffett. Stephen provides
his perspective and insight of the personal transition from CEO to author, speaker and highly
sought-after consultant. While his vision and entrepreneurial spirit made it possible for Stephen to
reach the pinnacle in business, the true secret of his success lies in strong spiritual and family
values. Lead to Gold is intended to inspire all those in transition--in life or business--whose aim is to
be a winner and evolve to the highest level possible, in everything they do!...
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Reviews
This ebook may be worth purchasing. it absolutely was writtern quite flawlessly and beneficial. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i suggested this
pdf to discover.
-- Ma ximilia n Wilkinson DDS
It is not difficult in read through easier to comprehend. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom You may like just how the article writer write this pdf.
-- K r isty Her ma nn
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